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By pressing the buttons and matching the sounds to the pictures again and again, children will

quickly and easily learn simple first words and develop their speech. Now with even clearer audio!
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The video says it all.

This is an excellent sound book. My 15 month old son loves to press the buttons, hear the words,

and look at the pictures. The one thing I really really like about this book is that the words are very

well pronounced and clear for even a toddler to learn. That's not always the case with sound books.

Overall, a must have for any learning baby.

Wonderful book. For the person who gave it two stars. It did that to me too after two months. All you

have to do is change the batteries... After that it worked as good as new.

My son is almost 3 and has significant developmental delays, including a delay in speech. He loves



books and things electronic so this was a great combo for him! He loves pushing the buttons and is

learning to match them with the pictures in the book. At times he copies the words after pushing the

buttons which is wonderful to hear!

I bought this book for my nephew who is on the autism spectrum. He is almost 3 and has yet to utter

any words. He LOVES this book and it keeps his attention longer than most books do. Since he has

started reading/playing with this book he has been trying harder to form words and makes many

more sounds than he did prior.

The book is nice however the electronics are sub-par. At initial turn-on the unit worked well,

however after less than 5 minutes of use, the duck began to say "apple", the flower said "ball", the

shoes said "boat", and the train said nothing. I pulled the batteries to reset. The unit again worked

for about three button presses but returned to its confused state. I requested a refund.

As someone else mentioned, very helpful for developmental delays. Our son has had problems with

both receptive and expressive language and was not skilled at pointing. Those "First Word" books

that have about five million things on a page were just overwhelming and confusing. Having one,

big, unambiguous item on each page was just what we needed. Definitely helped improve pointing

skills and receptive language. As he's gotten older, he's also gotten good at matching the button to

the illustration. It was a real jumping off point. The speech-language pathologist who consults with

us absolutely loved it.

We absolutely love this book for our son! We bought it for him as an Easter gift this year and he has

been using it everyday since. It really helps him because he CAN talk but he chooses not to and

hearing these words and encouraging him to repeat them really makes him excited to try and show

off! Also, he plays with it when we are not in the room so he is hearing words and seeing what they

are even when we aren't showing them. The words come out very clearly and are easily

understood. The buttons are perfect for him to push himself, unlike some sound books we have

bought in the past. Highly recommended this book to babies and toddlers 9 months-2 year+
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